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Fast Ion Confinement Addresses Important Issues In RFP Concept

•Transport at high energies

•Confinement and motion of energetic particles in a stochastic magnetic 
field

•Role of magnetic fluctuations in energetic particle transport

•Feasibility of NBI as an auxiliary heating and current drive tool in the 
RFP



Low Energy Particles Follow Stochastic Field Lines In MST

 Field Line Puncture Plot 

Magnetic fields reconstructed from MSTFIT.

Radial field eigenmodes from 3D MHD code 
(DEBS).  Scaled to experimental values at edge.

Field line tracing shows expected stochasticity 
and computes the value of the magnetic 
diffusion coefficient, Dm.

Comparison with measured electron heat 
diffusion shows good agreement.

Experiment
Line tracing

Safety factor

Field Line Puncture Plot

Magnetic island
widths

n=6
n=7



What is the degree of confinement of fast ions from NBI?

•The magnetic field of the RFP is typically stochastic.

•Dm inferred to be ~ 10-4 m
A field line diffusing from near axis to wall ~ 1600 m

•For a 20keV deuterium ion, V|| = 1.4x106 m/s
A typical ion streaming along a stochastic field
line would reach the wall in  ~1ms

•Energetic ions have drifts that significantly affect their motion.

•What is the confinement of these ions in the stochastic magnetic field?
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Outline

•Experimental setup

•Determination of fast ion confinement time

•Effect of ion guiding center drifts

•Effect of magnetic fluctuations on fast ion confinement

•Summary



Experimental Setup

NBI

Scintillator

PMT

Neutral deuterium injected
(20 keV, 1.3 ms, 25A)

MST Top View
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Experimental Setup

NBI

Scintillator

Neutral deuterium injected
(20 keV, 1.3 ms, 25A)

Fast ions born within plasma

D-D fusion with bulk plasma
ions produces neutrons

Neutron emission gives an
indication of fast ion
population

neutrons neutrons
MST Top View

PMT



Neutron Flux Observed During NBI

NBI on ~1.3ms

Signal decay due to combination of
a) Change of D-D fusion cross section (as fast ion slows)
b) Fast ion loss



Modeling of Neutron Signal

N(t)∝ σD-D(E fast (t))v fast (t)nfast (r, t)ni(r)dV∫

•Te measured with Thompson scattering.
•Fast ion distribution, nfast(r), calculated based on ionization of
neutral beam along injection chord.
•Plasma density, ni(r), measured with FIR interferometer.
•The fast ion loss time, t loss, reflects a loss mechanism (CX, stochastic 
diffusion, etc.)  This is what we want to calculate.
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•Fast ion Coulomb collisional energy loss rate:

∂nfast (r,t)
∂t

= S(r, t)fast − nfast (r,t)
τloss



Estimate of Fast Ion Confinement Times

Fast ion confinement time > 20 ms

Signal decrease due almost entirely to fast ion slowing down.
No evidence of stochastic diffusion or rapid CX losses.

NBI on t = 8

t = 20ms

t = 1ms



Fast Ions Are Less Susceptible To Stochastic Diffusion

We believe the magnetic field in MST is stochastic.

If the guiding centers of charged particles follow field lines, the large
parallel velocity of NBI ions would make them escape ~ 1ms.

We just saw that the fast ions are not affected by the stochastic magnetic 
field of MST.  Why not?



Ion Guiding Centers Do Not Follow Magnetic Field Lines

Safety Factor For Magnetic Field Lines
Equilibrium field reconstructed 
from experimental data.

qmagnetic =
rBφ

RBθ



Ion Guiding Centers Do Not Follow Magnetic Field Lines

Field lines

Magnetic Islands
Equilibrium field reconstructed 
from experimental data.

Magnetic perturbations modeled 
with 3D MHD code (DEBS)

WM = 4 brrs
BqnqM

'

qmagnetic =
rBφ

RBθ



Ion Guiding Centers Do Not Follow Magnetic Field Lines

Ion start radius

Bφ

Bθ
≠

Vφ,IGC

Vθ,IGC

Safety Factor For Ion Guiding Center

Field lines

Equilibrium field reconstructed 
from experimental data.

Magnetic perturbations modeled 
with 3D MHD code (DEBS)

QIGC shifted due to drifts. 

WM = 4 brrs
BqnqM

'

qmagnetic =
rBφ

RBθ
⇒ qIGC =

rIGCVφ,IGC

RVθ ,IGC



Ion Guiding Centers Do Not Follow Magnetic Field Lines

n=5
Ions

Ion start radius

Field lines

Equilibrium field reconstructed 
from experimental data.

Magnetic perturbations modeled 
with 3D MHD code (DEBS)

QIGC shifted due to drifts. 

Ion islands analogous to magnetic 
islands.

Ion Guiding Center Islands

WM = 4 brrs
BqnqM

' ⇒ WIGC = 4
Vr,IGCrs ,IGC

Vq,IGCnq IGC
' ≅ 4

br,IGCrs ,IGC

Bq,IGCnq IGC
'

qmagnetic =
rBφ

RBθ
⇒ qIGC =

rIGCVφ,IGC

RVθ ,IGC



n = 5

n = 5
n = 6

Field lines

Ion guiding center

Ion guiding center punctures



Jump across n = 5
separatrix

n = 5
n = 6

Ion guiding center

Field lines



n = 6

n = 6

Ion guiding center

Field lines



Ion becomes
stochastic

n = 6

Ion guiding center

Field lines



n = 6

Ion guiding center

Field lines



Sawtooth Crashes Allow Study Of Confinement vs. Fluctuations

One of the main features of a sawtooth crash is increased magnetic 
fluctuations (factor of ~2-5 is typical).

Duration of ST ~ 0.1 - 0.5 ms
Loss time during crash < 1 msNBI on

~50% decrease in
fast ion population



Loss Time During Sawtooth Crash Suggests Fast Diffusion

One of the main features of a sawtooth crash is increased magnetic 
fluctuations (factor of ~2-5 is typical).

Duration of ST ~ 0.1 - 0.5 ms
Loss time during crash < 1 msNBI on

~50% decrease in
fast ion population

t = 0.4ms Repeat modeling to calculate 
loss time.

If fluctuations are sufficiently large, diffusive losses can occur.



Fast Ions Can Diffuse Stochastically During A Sawtooth Crash
Increase mode amplitudes by factor of 3.
n = 5 ion island now overlapped.
Rough estimate of confinement time:

Ion start radius
Safety factor (sawtooth)
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•Very brief confinement followed by rapid diffusion to the wall.
•Diffusion occurs on the timescale observed in the experiment.

~0.3 ms



Summary

•Analysis of the fast ion population infers > 20 ms confinement time, 
which cannot be due to stochastic losses.

•Fast ions from NBI are detected through neutron emission after 
undergoing D-D fusion in the plasma.

•Particle orbits of fast ions are not stochastic because guiding center 
drifts take them out of resonance with the background magnetic 
perturbations.

•Large magnetic fluctuation levels during reconnection events 
(sawtooth crashes) can cause the fast ions to become stochastic and 
rapidly lost.


